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Warm-up Activity 

l  IN THE TOP HALF of a sheet of paper provided write: 
l  What is it like to be a WOMAN or MAN (whichever you 

are) in your IT workplace? 

BE DESCRIPTIVE, GIVE CONCRETE EXAMPLES 
 

l  ON THE BOTTOM HALF write: 
l  Would life be different if you were a MAN or WOMAN 

(whichever you aren’t)? 



Thought of as Different 
l  Google:  
“Woman Computer” 

 

l  Google:  
“Man Computer” 



Today’s workshop 

1.   KAREN 
 Student Engineers 

2.   WENDY 
 Workplace Engineers 

 ->  Parallels across sites of technological practice 
 

3.  YOU 

What are the invisible dynamics in your work? 

Thinking toward culture change 



Culture built up of social interactions 

l  Guy talk: Off-color jokes and locker-room language that 
denigrated women (and made some men uncomfortable)  

l  Women as sexual beings and technically incapable 
l  “Women who are pretty go out too much and bomb out, and 

those who stay aren’t pretty” 
l  “…get girl points” [need preferential treatment] 

l  Faculty talk about men’s dress = professional, “sowing wild 
oats,” women students = “girls” & men students = “real” men 

l  Icon/tropes for “real” engineers & “real” engineering implied 
competitive, hard-nosed, aggressive 

l  Challenging iconic masculinity/engineer elicited claims about 
one’s manhood and homophobic comments 



Practices Made Women Invisible 

l  Among the >100 terms denoting belonging as engineers, 
only 1 respectable term for women : “sorority woman” 

l  Vast majority of terms reserved for men; women were 
identifiable by the kinds of engineering work they 
performed, but not identified as such. 

 eg, “We’re all nerds” but “you don’t really think of women 
as that … guys here so much appreciate that a girl chose to 
come to this campus that you’re just like, ‘Great!’ ” 

l  In campus “brains x beauty = constant” calculus, women 
made deficiently engineer if pretty and not really a woman 
if smart 

l  Rape reports inferred rapes = 0; most students knew of 
rapes 



Learning NOT to See 

l  Being a man on campus: “a black-topped highway,” 
“everything is set up for men,” “normal,” “it’s where 
men are supposed to be” 

 

l  Being a woman? It was “really bad,” “women have to 
put up with a lot of stuff,” “abnormal,” “weird,” “a lot 
of guff [from profs and students]” 

 

l  Equality on campus? “We’re all equal engineers” 



Women’s Awareness 

l  Women knew how the campus way of life thought of 
them, and did not deny it or ignore it 

l  Through their successes, they worked hard to 
belong as engineers and prove the campus culture 
wrong 

l  This meant being compared to the iconic “real” 
engineer and being found lacking: “A ‘real’ engineer 
would have…” 

l  Being singled out and targeted for additional abusive 
treatment occurred for women (and some men): “If 
you can’t take the heat get out of the kitchen” 



Workplace	  Cultures	  

Signals	  of	  bonding	  
l  Eg,	  ‘mate’,	  ‘lad’,	  the	  handshake	  are	  fraternal,	  absent	  when	  men	  

interact	  with	  women	  engineers	  
	  
Non-‐work	  conversation	  and	  humour	  
l  Gender	  conventional	  topics:	  ‘It’s	  all	  men	  in	  blue	  shirts	  talking	  about	  

football	  all	  day.	  Tedious!’	  
l  Gender	  norms	  -‐	  heteronormative	  and	  family-‐centred	  -‐	  can	  marginalise	  

or	  silence	  men	  as	  well	  as	  women	  

Social	  circles	  
l  Some	  men’s	  networks	  are	  powerful	  -‐	  in	  getting	  the	  job	  done,	  gaining	  

promotion,	  and	  as	  models	  of	  masculinity	  



Visibility	  as	  Women	  

l  (Hetero)sexually	  visible	  -‐	  so	  prone	  to	  sexual	  predation	  and	  
harassment	  	  
	  

l  Visible	  as	  parents	  in	  a	  way	  fathers	  are	  not	  
	  

l  Double	  paradox:	  have	  to	  fit	  in	  to	  ‘masculine’	  workplace	  
cultures	  but	  ‘not	  lose	  your	  femininity’;	  subtle	  rules	  govern	  
this!	  

Note:	  Tendency	  to	  ‘disqualifying	  femininity’ may	  be	  shifting	  
for	  younger	  women	  but	  still	  pressures	  to	  dualised	  choice:	  
girlie	  or	  androgenous	  



Invisibility as Engineers 

l  Women have to work harder than men to provide 
engineering credentials 

l  Technical-social dualism  easier for men to hold onto 
a “technical” engineering identity (irrespective of the 
work they actually do) 

l  Low confidence/self-esteem a recurring theme; very 
undermining 

à Women’s membership as “real” engineers more 
fragile than men’s 



Parallels:	  In/visibility	  paradox	  

	  
l  Women	  engineers	  are	  highly	  visible	  as	  women,	  and	  

invisible	  as	  engineers:	  Women	  engineers	  are	  not	  seen	  as	  ‘real	  
engineers’ or	  ‘real	  women’	  …	  so	  have	  to	  do	  extra	  identity	  
work	  to	  	  belong	  on	  both	  fronts	  

l  This	  is	  consequential	  …	  but	  like	  a	  dripping	  tap:	  Seemingly	  small	  
events	  accrue	  over	  time	  and	  space	  into	  a	  rather	  large	  burden	  for	  
women	  engineers,	  a	  burden	  	  invisible	  to	  others	  (and	  often	  
themselves)	  

	  
l  In	  spite	  of	  considerable	  evidence	  to	  the	  contrary,	  and	  the	  good	  

intentions	  of	  many,	  technological	  practice	  is	  repeatedly	  
reinvented	  as	  a	  masculine	  endeavor	  



‘Counting	  past	  two’:	  Challenging	  
dualities	  

l  The	  equation	  of	  ‘technical’	  and	  masculine,	  ‘social’	  and	  feminine	  
needs	  to	  be	  challenged;	  this	  is	  not	  a	  mutually	  exclusively	  duality	  -‐	  
for	  gender	  or	  for	  engineering!	  

	  
l  Mismatches	  between	  actual	  people/practices	  (diverse)	  and	  gender	  

ideologies	  (dualised):	  real	  people	  have	  multiple	  masculinities	  and	  
femininities	  

	  
l  Either/or	  gender	  ideology	  rooted	  in	  hetero-‐normativity:	  boundary	  

work	  increases	  when	  women	  enter	  men’s	  work	  

-‐>	  When	  campaigns	  to	  improve	  the	  representation	  of	  women	  in	  IT/
engineer	  play	  to	  gender	  dualisms,	  they	  REINFORCE	  this	  invisible	  
problem	  



Thinking toward culture change 

1.   What is invisible in YOUR world?  

2.   How do we make the invisible visible (eg, 
audit)? 

3.   How do we do culture change that ‘counts 
past two’? 
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Thank you! 
 


